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WITH 36 QUALITY FINISHES TO CHOOSE FROM, YOUʼLL FIND AN ACME® LITTLE CLEO® 
FOR EVERY FISHING SITUATION 

 
Experienced lure fishermen know the importance of “matching the hatch” — whether that means matching the 
size, shape and color of available forage or just finding the pattern that is working best under the current water 
and light conditions. 
 
The experts at Acme® Tackle Company know this, which is why they offer the popular Little Cleo® spoon in 36 
different metallic and painted finishes.  No other Acme spoon is offered in such a wide array of color and finish 
options, providing fresh and saltwater anglers alike the ability to pinpoint what fish are hungry for on any given 
day.  Combined with Little Cleoʼs range of available lure sizes (nine models from 1/16-oz. to 1-1/4 oz.), this 
proven spoon offers nearly limitless options for catching fish. 
 
The secret to Little Cleoʼs proven success is Acmeʼs unique, hump-backed body shape that imparts a seductive 
wiggling action whether casting or trolling.  This shape and vigorous swimming action help create the illusion  
of a live, full-bodied baitfish —an illusion of further enhanced by Acmeʼs wide range of quality finishes.  Among 
the wide variety of available finishes are Acmeʼs jewel-quality Gold, Nickel and Copper Little Cleos, designed  
to provide maximum underwater flash.  There are also eight Acme Little Cleo spoons that feature a special 
hammered body — in straight Nickel and a variety of additional metallic/color combinations — designed to 
imitate natural baitfish scales and reflect underwater light in every direction.  The added visibility these spoons 
provide can be just the trick in low-light conditions or clouded water.   
 
Sometimes gamefish react to bright and bold lures, which is why Acme offers its Little Cleo in patterns like 
Yellow/Red Diamond, Red/White/Nickel and Fire Tiger.   Other times, fish will respond best to natural patterns 
that imitate fry or available forage, which is why Little Cleo spoons in patterns like Metallic Perch and Rainbow 
Trout should be in every anglerʼs tackle box. 
 
The point is, anglers should carry a variety of spoon sizes and colors so they can adapt to conditions and the 
dayʼs bite.  Experience will show anglers which patterns and finishes work best in certain waters under certain 
conditions — letting them develop a handful of favorites that lead to success on their home waters.  Acmeʼs Little 
Cleo is not only one of the most effective spoons on the market, with 30-plus colors to choose from, itʼs also one 
of the most versatile. 
 
To learn more about Acmeʼs Little Cleoʼs fish-catching performance and many available color options — along 
with Acmeʼs full line of proven metal lures for fresh and saltwater gamefish— contact Acme Tackle Co. at 69 
Bucklin St., Providence, RI 02907 • Telephone: (401) 331-6437 • Or visit online at: http://www.acmetackle.com. 
 
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com. 
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